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Activator Target in RNA 
polymerase: 
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N4 phage SSB P' 
CAP* a-NTD 

Phage hcl 0 7 0  

* The wild-type protein at class I I  DNA b~nding 
sltes (9) 

t At these targets the activator generates an 
effect on transcript~onal lnltlatlon at steps 
other than polymerase recruitment. 

otic transcription cannot be controlled at this 
isomerization step, a possible reason might be 
that eukaryotic RNA polymerase I1 does not 
require' isomerization and is recruited to 
the promoter in a transcription-ready c2- 
equivalent configuration. That possibility 
adds particular interest to the prospect of 
analyzing the mechanics of transcriptional 
regulation in the Archaea. Archaeal RNA 
polymerases are eukaryote-like in structure 
and require two eukaryote-like factors for 
initiation of transcription (14). Are 
archaeal transcription activators also re- 
stricted to polymerase recruitment, or do 
they, like their bacterial counterparts, ex- 
ploit a wider repertoire of mechanisms? 
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Earthquakes Cannot Be Predicted 
Robert J. Geller, David D. Jackson, 
Yan Y. Kagan, Francesco Mulargia 

Earthquake prediction is usually defined as 
the specification of the time, location, and 
magnitude of a future earthquake within 
stated limits. Prediction would have to be 
reliable (few false alarms and few failures) 
and accurate (small ranges of uncertainty in 
space, time, and magnitude) to justify the 
cost of response. Previous Perspectives in 
Science may have given a favorable impres- 
sion of prediction research, and the news 
media and some optimistic scientists encour- 
age the belief that earthquakes can be pre- 
dicted (1). Recent research suggests to us 
that this belief is incorrect. 

An earthquake results from sudden slip 
on a geological fault. Such fracture and fail- 
ure problems are notoriously intractable. The 
heterogeneous state of the Earth and the in- 
accessibility of the fault zone to direct mea- 
surement impose further difficulties. Except 
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SCIENCE 

during a brief period in the 1970s (2), the 
leading seismological authorities of each era 
have generally concluded that earthquake 
prediction is not feasible (3). Richter, devel- 
oper of the eponymous magnitude scale, com- 
mented as follows in 1977: "Journalists and 
the general public rush to any suggestion of 
earthquake prediction like hogs toward a 
full trough.. . [Prediction] provides a happy 
hunting ground for amateurs, cranks, and 
outright publicity-seeking fakers" (4). This 
comment still holds true. 

For large earthquakes to be predictable, 
thev would have to be unusual events result- 
ing from specific physical states. However, 
the consensus of a recent meeting (5) was 
that the Earth is in a state of self-organized 
criticality where any small earthquake has 
some probability of cascading into a large 
event. This view is supported by the observa- 
tion that the distribution of earthquake size 
(see figure) is invariant with respect to scale 
for all but the largest earthquakes. Such scale 
invariance is ubiquitous in self-organized 
critical systems (6). Whether any particular 
small earthquake grows into a large earth- 
quake depends on a myriad of fine details of 
physical conditions throughout a large vol- 
ume, not just in the immediate vicinity of the 
fault (7). This highly sensitive nonlinear de- 
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pendence of earthquake rupture on unknown 
initial conditions severely limits predictabil- 
ity (8, 9). The prediction of individual large 
earthquakes would require the unlikely capa- 
bility of knowing all of these details with 
great accuracy. Furthermore, no quantitative 
theory for analyzing these data to issue pre- 
dictions exists at present. Thus, the consen- 
sus of the meeting was that individual earth- 
quakes are probably inherently unpredictable. 

Empirical earthquake prediction would 
require the existence of observable and iden- 
tifiable precursors that would allow alarms to 
be issued with high reliability and accuracy. 
There are strong reasons to doubt that such 
precursors exist (10). Thousands of observa- 
tions of allegedly anomalous phenomena (seis- 
mological, geodetic, hydrological, geochemi- 
cal. electromaenetic, animal behavior. and so " , 

forth) have been claimed as earthquake pre- 
cursors, but in general, the phenomena were 
claimed as precursors only after the earth- 
quakes occurred. The pattern of alleged pre- 
cursors tends to vary greatly from one earth- 
quake to the next, and the alleged anomalies 
are frequently observed at only one point, 
rather than throughout the epicentral re- 
gion. There are no objective definitions of 
"anomalies," no quantitative physical mecha- 
nism links the alleged precursors to earth- 
quakes, statistical evidence for a correlation 
is lacking, and natural or artificial causes un- 
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